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RtD DEVELOPMENTS ON THE DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES
RECENTLY CARRIED OUT AT CEA (FRANCI:)

Jean-Claude Petit*

L INTRODUCTION

Since the law of december 31/ 1991 voted by the French Parlement,
disposal in geological formations is not the sole option considered for the
management of radioactive wastes (JO, 1992). Scientists and engineers,
notably within the 'Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (CEA)', must
investigate in parallel two other options, namely i. advanced separation of
long-lived radioisotopes and transmutation/ and ii. improvement of
radioactive waste matrices and long-term storage. Still, the geological
disposal of radioactive wastes, which has generated within the last decade
an immense amount of RkD, remains a major proposed solution to the
long-term management of transuranic and high-level wastes (French
categories D and C). In France, this topic i» under the responsibility of the
Agence Nationale pour la Gestion des Déchets Radioactifs (ANDRA)', a
body now indépendant from CEA. According to the law, investigating this
option should involve the building and exploitation of two underground
laboratories and the consideration of both reversible and irreversible
disposal. The corresponding investigations are carried out in cooperation
with a wide range of research institutions, laboratories, engineering schools
and universities/ amongst which CEA plxyt a particular rôle.

In this paper/ we will describe some of the RAD carried out within
CEA/ avoiding the industrial and (strictly speaking) engineering aspects of
the issues dealt with. Rather/ we will illustrate major points of our basic
research, underlining in particular methodological considerations. This
paper does not pretend to give an overview of all research activities
associated with the disposal of radioactive waste* in our institution. In
addition, we do not tarkle at all the RAD concerning the two other topics of
the law of 1991, namely the advanced separation of long-lived radioisotopes
and transmutation (SPTN programme)/ and the improvement of radioactive
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waste matrices and long-term storage. Readers interested by SPIN should
refer for instance to Bourgeois (1992). To our knowledge, no general paper
in the open literature is yet available for the second topic Finally, due to the
character of a review of CFA programmes of this paper, quotations will
essentially be those of our institution.

IL METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

An important part of our present work can be considered as
methodological, since no concept (as already said) and no specific site is
indeed specified. In effect, it is well recognised that the extrapolation of the
behaviour of a radioactive waste repository (every of its components but
also as a whole system)/ over long periods of time not directly accessible to
the laboratory/ is a difficult issue. It certainly implies modelling of the
system, notably the transport and dispersion of racUonuciides through the
involved barriers/ but the basic question remains : how can we build a
reliable model when its long-term predictions cannot properly speaking; be
checked (we purposedly avoid here the word 'validated' which has a too
technically-limited meaning) ? In addition, it may be important that this
model be easily demonstrable for pertinence for more that a handful group
of highly srMKialiMd experts. In effect, the building of a consensus amongst
the wider scientific community is probably important for public acceptance.
Moreover, the possible direct understanding oi the public and of the
decision-maker* of what engineers and scientist» do in this field (and not
only through their delegation of competence to a very limited number of
experts) must not be neglected.

We think that this issue can be tackled by a variety of complementary
experimental and observational approaches which enable us i. to identify
basic mechanisms/ ii. to formalize relevant processes in a model and iii. to
check its predictions at all scales of space, time and complexity involved in
the issue. This general principle is, of course, not so easy to apply, but four
directions of research have been explored during the past decade :

- laboratory experiments,
•mocks up,
- in situ experimentations and measurements,
- natural analogues.

We will now give our feeling about the respective rôles of these four
experimental and observational tools which should converge in a model (or
models).

Laboratory experiments

In such experiments, the relevant conditions are (or, at least, should
be) carefully constrained. Only few, well-identified, parameters can be varied
in a controlled manner. In principle, the experiment is designed in such a
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way that involved processes are decoupled as muc:- as possible, thus
allowing the identification of the basic active mechanisms. Usually, such
experiments are strongly influence by a priori theoretical considerations.
From the viewpoint of the scalps of space, time and complexity, laboratory
experiments are supposed to be the simplest tools.

Mocks up

Such experimental devices are new in this field but are extensively
used in many engineering activities. Indeed, apart from some pioneering
work» in geophysics, in relation to simulation» of plate tectonic effects, it has
not been developed either in the wider earth sciences. But interest in this
particular approach is steadily increasing. To our knowledge, in our field,
only Canadians and, above all, Japanese* (through their major ENTKY
project) have made advances in this area. Although time remains that of
the laboratory (i.e. extremely short compared to that involved in the
performance assessment of a radioactive waste repository), the space scale
and complexity of the investigated system can be notably increased but still
in a well-constraintd way and with the possibility of a constant monitoring
of a variety of parameters. Some coupling between major processes can be
investigated. In principle, mock* up should play an Intermediate rôle
between laboratory and in situ experiment».

Another Interesting rote of mock» up I» tiiat they can help to 'see and
touch' the diverse modules of a repository, in particular the engineered
components of the near-field, and to show to non technical people how this
combination of complementary barriers can insure confinement of
radioactive wastes. Ih countries where this approach is developing, such a
possibility is considered an important aspect of the mocks up projects.

In situ experimentations and measurements

Expérimentions in situ, or more spec " cally in an underground
laboratory, can be considered as Iiybrides' between the well-controlled
laboratory conditions (see above) and the complex natural system. The space
scale and complexities art still increased/ compared to a mock up, but the
time scale remains quite short It allows the use of actual ingredients such as
the in situ rock or the d«*p fluid* in realistic conditions (e.g. temperature,
redox potential, etc.). But, underground laboratories can also be used, and
likely above all, for the characterization of the deep-seated host medium:
rock and fluids, heterogeneities (e.g. fracture» in crystalline rocks), elc Such
in situ measurements should be considered as reference data. The results of
these activities arc often of the Tîtack box' type because many processes can
be coupled, relevant parameters not always measurable and thus
mechanisms often not directly accessible. Nevertheless, they are indis-
pensable because they arc as dose as possible to both the methodological
conditions necessary for the full application of the scientific method
(including model validation) and realistic conditions.
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Natural analogue*

Analogues allow us to investigate 'how things are actually going on
in Nature' at proper space and time scales as well as degree of complexity
(.Petit, 1992a). They are (to use J.-Cli. Peyru»' saying) a 'phenomenological
memory' of natural processes. It is sometimes misleadingly considered that
the main purpose of natural analogues is to help validate models developed
in the laboratory (even, in some cases, proposed by a theoretist without
much experimental support !)• Although natural analogues can be (and
have indeed been in the past) used Ui such a way/ v/h«r« initial and
boundary conditions could be satisfactorily controlled by scientists, it is not
the principal interest of this approach. Our opinion is that analogues are
essentially useful as heuristic tool for the in-depth understanding of
complex natural phenomena, for the identification of processes and
mechanisms, notably those active on the very long-term, and for the
building of a robust (realistic and trustful) model describing the overall
behaviour of the system under investigation. They play an irreplaceable rôle
in constantly questioning scientists and engineers ai to the pertinence of
their understanding and formalisation of issues.

Depending on the different topics, the advancement of our
understanding (as well as the corresponding experimentations and models)
goes to very simplified laboratory experiments to complex in situ
measurements and natural analogues studies. The aim of our research is to
safely move from the simple to the complex, in increasing the space and
time scales at which we art able to understand, simulate (where
appropriate), model and validate the processes active in the investigated
system.

UL DISPOSING OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGICAL
FORMATIONS

Although not any more the sole option for both alpha wastes and
high-level wastes (categories B and C in France), the geological disposal has
nevertheless generated a huge amount of research, notably in recent years,
and, therefore in this artide, this option is stressed. A major change for
engine*» and scientist* was inductd Hy the law of 1991. Indeed, although
our safety perspective remains, as in most countries, a multi-barriers system
insuring the confinement of radioactivity, no practical concept (i.e. with
specified engineered components) l§ now available Ui France. The Uw gives
us time to reconsider the entire problem, to investigate and test under the
auspices of ANDRA, various ideas for their pertinence and feasibility. But,
the concept itself is still at an early stage of 'reconstruction'. Hence, the work
of the CEA scientists and engineers is actually wy open.

The programme conducted in the author's team can be schematically
described as addressing two categories of issues:
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- geological and geochemicai issues, where the characteristics of the host
rock and the chemical evolution of the different parts of a repository are
considered,

- materials science issues, where the problems associated with the definition
and development of adequate radioactive wasle matrices, technological
barriers and engineered structures are dealt with.

fields.
We will successively highlight recent developments in these two

Geological and geochemlcal issues

Our approach is based on the consideration that a repository can
essentially be described at a 'system' composed of different parts (or
modules in the model) which may interact on each other. As usual,, we
arbitrarily divide the repository into its 'source term', near-field and far-
field component». In addition, this system can be considered as a quadri-
phasic ont made up of solidd), solution(i), particular matter(s) and gas(cs).
Wc expect that interfaces between these phases may be of particular
importance.

The main objective Is thus to Investigate the shori-term and long-
term geochemicai evolution of this system, in each of its parts, as well as to
understand and predict the consequence* that it may have on the migration
of the main radionudides of interest

One Important tutfwet Js Ih* variable physico-chemical charattristics of
the groundwater which will percolate the host rock, from the surface to the
greatest depths. Experts are quite certain that this evolved groundwater will
eventually retch the repository, despite the technological barriers which
should be interposed between etc wastes and the host rock This issue is
particularly important because it will impact th« 'agressiveness' of the
waters with respect to the waste matrices and affect the migration properties
of radionudides which essentially depend on their chemical form in
solution (spedatton). Indeed, there is a strong consensus within the
scientific community on the idea that solutions will be the main vector of
radtanudidos transport towards the biosphere.

During the past few years, we have done great efforts in trying to
understand and model the geochemical pathways of groundwaters
equilibration in granitic rocks. Based on the careful study of about 200
groundwiiters collected from sites throughout Europe, we are now able to
model the equilibration of such types of groundwaters (which aj
equilibrium «re essentially alkaline and reducing) through a very small
number of mineral/water reactions, temperature and concentration of
mobile elements (mainly chlorine) being the two main parameters
(Grimaud et al., 1990). Such a geochemical model allows us to successfully
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predict the distribution of a large number of major and minor elements. On
the contrary, we are not able as yet to take into account the fate of trace
elements. However, we have discovered that most III- and IV-vaient trace
elements are associated with the partirulate matter and colloids: their
behaviour is thus not simply described/ in most cases, by a model of
solid/solution equilibrium. Wc can thus expect that colloids, both inorganic
and organic, may play an important rôle In the transport of a wide variety of
radionuclides from a repository, including actinldes (Moulin and
Ouzounian, 1992). Ffence, our programme involves an intensive study of
the characteristics (nature, size, charge) and properties (notably the surface
retention of heavy elements) of colloids either collected in natural sites or
prepared in the laboratory. In recent years, we have made an extensive use
of MeV ion beam techniques, such as the Rutherford Backscattering
Spectrometry (RBS) for the investigation of the scavenging properties of
such entities (see for instance Delia Me* et al., 1992).

More recently, we have extended this approach to the study of the
groundwate» equilibration in day formations. One practical problem
stemmed from the difficult collection of waters in such types of rocks, which
are highly impervious and usually contain very small amounts of
solutions. Under the coordination of ANDRA/ and within the framework
oi A CEC project labelled ARCHIMEDE, we have been able to develop a
specific device for water collection in the site oi MoI, Belgium, and to
propose a preliminary modelling of the pathway followed by such a
groundwater towards equilibrium (Merctron et al., 1992).

AU th«f« hydrngeochemistry studies imply continuous analytical
developments for the analysis of specific traces and ultra-traces as well as for
in situ measurements (e.g. optodes devices; see for instance Moteilier et al.,
1993). We are In particular devtslo-ping, in some cases in collaboration with
other CEA teams, techniques such as capillar electrophoresis, laser
spectrofluorimetry, polarography, etc.

Our interest also focuses, since a few years, on the metastable phases
which tend tu result from water/rock interactions (likely as well as from the
alteration of various technological materials in the near-field). These phases
are essentially amorphous hydrated (Fe)-Al-Si compounds, or 'gels', which
have the extremely important property of efficiently 'trapping' a wide
variety of heavy éléments (Creach and Magonthier, 1992). Although not
thermodynamically stable, the study of natural analogues suggests that these
materials could remain amorphous for very long periods of time (hundreds
of thousands or even millions of yean). Our main interests deal with the
retention capabilities of these compounds for a number of raoouuclides or
chemical homologues (e.g. lanthanides) and with their possible
reorganization with time (e.g. crystallization) towards c table phases such as
clay minerals, zeolites, etc

An other Important utpevt of our research programme is the
identification of retention mechanisms of radionuciides on mineral
surface», as well as their modelling. Because, we think that partition
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coefficients (Kd), even if measured in carefully controlled experimental
conditions, are of no scientific interest when applied to other conditions
(e.g. natural ones), this mechanistic approach is necessary. In particular, we
arc currently proceeding to an intercomparison of the two models available
for the description of such retention processes, namely the ion exchange
model and the surface complexation model, the latter being presently the
most widely admitted one. However, the former model 1» also supported by
convincing experimental results obtained in our laboratory, not bly for the
ascription of element»] retention on multi-sites mineral surfaces (Ly, 1993).
We thus think that the ion exchange model should be better considered by
experts in this field. This is connected to the study of the elemental
migration through rocks, which we are trying to take into account in our
present models by coupling transport of fluids in porous media and simple
chemical reactions such as ion exchange In particular, the application of the
code IMPACT, a chomatographie*like model developed by Sardln at ENSIC,
Nancy (Prance), to rock columns made up of a mixture oi sand and clay
give rioxtttrkably predictive results (see for instance Faute, 1993).

However, and whatever the importance of water/rock interactions
and secondary phases formation processes, it it quite clear that the
geochemical mobility of radionudides in natural systems should strongly
depend on their speciation. Therefore, we have carried out for years
systematic studies on the basic thermochemistry of actinides (notably U, Pu,
Am and Np) in order to decipher their speciation in various natural
conditions of interest for the disposal of radioactive wastes. Notably, the
carbonate system has been extensively investigated (see for instance Vitorge,
1992) and, more recently, we turned to the study of the chlorine and
phosphate systems. This part of our programme involves both our
participation to the OECD/NEA Thermodynamic Data Base (TDB) and
specific laboratory experiment». Our aim in lhe TDB, is to contribute to the
publication, as soon a* possible, of the books of validated thermodynamic
data on Np, Pu and Am, that on U having been recently published
(OECD/NEA, 1992). The experiments carried out arc designed to measure
reliable values of complexation constants (for the abovementioned anion
complexes) as well as standard oxidation potentials for these actinides. In
particular, we have extensively studied the speciation of Pu in oxidative
conditions and demonstrated the possible stability of Pu(V) in natural
conditions (see for instance Capdevila et aL, 1992). More recently, we turned
to the investigation of the speciation and behaviour in natural systems of
some important long-lived Âwion products (notably Tc and Se), from both
the experimental viewpoint and by the study of the geochemical cycles of
inactivé homologue!.

Throughout these studies, our methodological approach has. always
been to refer «o natural analogues (as already mentioned above) in order to
decipher 'how things are actually going on in Nature' (Petit, 1990; Petit,
1992a,b). During the last few years, several natural or archaeological
analogues have been investigate («ee for instance Petit, 1992b) for processes
occurring both in the near-and far-fields. However, OkIo is probably the
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more crucial natural analogue which we have Investigated, within the
framework of an international project lead by CEA/IPSN and carried out
under the auspices of the CEC. In effect, the newly discovered reactors
(presently 16 are known), which have been preserved from any alteration
subsequent to their functioning about 2 billion years ago, offer the
opportunity to study a wide variety of processes likely to be important in a
repository: stability oi waste forms (induding spent fuel-like UO2 and
bitumens), migration of radionuclides (including transuranic elements and
lon-Hved fission products) within reactors and in their immediate borders
through the fissure system, long-range elemental transport by
groundwaters, etc. Recent résulte on OkIo can be found, for instance, in Bros
et al. (1999) and Hldaka et al. C1994). Moreover, a major project based on the
design of modular mocks up to study the confinement of radionuclides,
essentially in the near-field of a repository, is presently under definition.

Finally/ during the last few years, we have also been involved in the
development of a global strategy for the investigation of geological sites. In
addition to general hydrology, structural geology, petrology, mineralogy,
hydro- and atmo-geochemistry (both elemental and isotopic), thermo-
chronometry, specific devices tor the in situ collection of samples, in »itu
measurement of various geochexnical parameters and in situ experiments
have been developed (see for instance, for the AUTOLAB tool, Porcheron
and d'Alessandro, 1992). This approach is (or will soon be) applied to
natural analogue sites such as El Berrocal, a granitic formation located in the
southwest of Madrid (Spain) and to sites where a remediation is necessary
such as the direct environment of andent uranium mines. In a few years,
th«*e tools could be mobilised, in the framework of the ANORA
underground laboratories, in association with the competences of other
research institutions,

Materials science issues

Recent developments in this field intend to both ameliorate the
confinement of radionuclides to match a goal of increased safety and ta
modify the current technological processes in order to notably decrease the
amount of wastes to manage. The confinement can be increased, for
instance, by using matrices demonstrating a better durability, including over
very long periods of time, with respect to a variety of agressive parameters
(radiation, groundwater, are, etc.). These objectives could be of interest in
the framework of a geological disposal of radioactive wastes but, since the
law of 1991 (JO, 1992), their implication in the case of a long-term surface
storage must alto be thoroughly assessed

Much basic research has been devoted to the development of specific
formulations of cement-based materials for the embedding of a variety of
low- and intermediate level wastes (Lt Bescop et al., 1990). Difficulties are in
particular raised when chemical interaction», possibly deleterious to the
(long-term) behaviour of the matrix, can occur between the wastes and the
material itself. This is for instance the case for the incorporation of boron-
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rich ion exchange resins or sulphate-containings sludges. However, in all
these cases, classical cements (e.g. U i O for dvll engineering were used. Tint
same considerations would be true for containers, engineered barriers and
various repository structure* (where appropriate). Recent advances aim at
developing cement-based materials with exceptional properties (so-called
'high- or very-high performance mortals and concretes) either through the
use of special procedures for their preparation and/or of particular cements
(e.g. aluminous cements). Three such properties are under investigation:

- the 'confinement capability' for major radionuclides of interest,
- the durability, in particular with respect to chemical agressions,
- the mechanical resistance.

The two first properties essentially depend on the porosity of the
material which impacts the permeability, the ionic and /or molecular
diffusivity, etc. The objective would thus be to achieve a porosity as low aa
reasonably possible. Such properties are investigated through the direct
measurement of gas or mercury porosities and by the evaluation of
diffusivities in specifically designed diffusion cells, notably for 3H, 1^Cs and
22Na. Some materials of this type have already been proposed by industrials
and specialised laboratories, but they have to be tested for their performance
in a 'nucloar environment' and, possibly, n«w ones developed. Recent
measurements of 3H diffusivities obtained on materials of the former
category are quite promising in showing almost no transfer of this
particularly mobile isotope over a period greater than 6 months. If entirely
new materials arc developed, with particular consideration for their
environmental behaviour, the issue of their long-term durability and
confinement capability should be particularly pinpointed, because no
reference will be available. The research on these high-performance cement-
based materials is still at a to early stage at CSA to be described in mure
details here. Rather, we have given some indications about the issues as we
tend to consider them.

In recent years, particular efforts have been made at CEA for
Investigating the long-term resistance of cement-based materials towards
irradiation (Bouniol, 1994) and aqueous corrosion (see for instance
Revertégat et il., 1991; Adenot, 1992). Concerning this last item, Adenot
(1992) has developed a model where the transfer by diffusion of agressive
ions and simple chemical reactions art coupled, which conveniently takes
into account a variety of experimental results. With th« help of this model,
we have been able to reliably predict the thickness of corrosion with time of
cement materials used for surface disposal of low-level wastes. This model
demonstrates that this thickness remains quite limited (a few centimetres,
i.e. with no impact for the confinement performance) even for the.longest
ported required by official regulations. However, such a model is presently
limited to classical formulae of cements. Thus, it has first to be improved to
correctly describe the corrosion behaviour of concretes and mortars (which
are the actual materials used in industrial sites) and sveuad, un the longer
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term, to be extended to entirely new materials such as high (or very high)
performance materials.

Tn addition, the mechanical resistance, which in the field of
radioactive waste management was not of particular importance until
recently (compared to the two other properties addressed here), is now
under a renewed cuitsitlerallon because is may be relevant in the case of a
long-term storage of the wastes and/or of a reversible option for both
storage and disposal. Here, we pxy particular attention to the modelling of
the mechanical properties because this approach is indispensable for the
design of long-term storage concepts.

Readers interested in current developments for the improvement of
other matrices should refer to Courtois et al. (1994) for bitumens and
ceramics, used or considered for low- and Intermediate-level wastes, a» well
as glasses, currently used for high-level wastes.

An other important area of R&D has to do with the isolation of
wastes in the geological formation where the repository is empiaced.
Because the action of groundwater if considered to be the main parameter
for both the degradation of technological barriers (notably the matrix itself)
and the transport of the radionudidts towards human beings, preventing
its access to the wastes is a strategic goal for all concepts so far proposed. This
goal can be achieved through two routes: i. in the classical concept,
extensively studied by a large number of nations (including France) the
wastes are protected from groundwater agression by a succession of barriers
as impervious as possible CMatriochka'-like concept initially investigated
under the impulsion of the Swedish KBS projet in 1978). In particular,
engineered materials essentially made up of bentonite, closely disposed
around the wast* containers, would play the rdl« of a hydraulic barrier.
Groundwater could thus flow in the host rock (though at a limited yate if
the sit* is properly selected) but be derivated around the near-Held of the
repository by the presence of this insurmountable hydraulic barrier, ii. an
other concept would sttm from the consideration that, in particular in
crystalline rocks, the water flow takes place in highly localised, discrete,
fissures and fractures. If engineers were able to 'cut' the hydraulic network
of active fissures/fractures at strategic points (with dam- or partition-like
engineered systems), ont could envisage to completely Isolate a block of
host rock from the general flow of groundwaters in that geological
formation. TIiU could pmwibly be dont more easily and at a much lower cost
than the (difficult) emplacement around hot and highly radioactive
containers of classical compacted bentonite-based engineered barriers.

Indeed, after about ten yea» of extensive studies of the behaviour of
rlaMical engineered barriers (see for instance Beziat et al., 1992; Meunier et
al., 1992;), we are now exploring this new concept under the auspices of
ANDRA. Wt art currently investigating the thermo-hydro-mechanical
properties of such dam-like tystems, again baMd on a core of bentonite.
These studies include laboratory experimentations, the build up of a 1/50*

10
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mock up and modelling. We also intend, in a second step, to demonstrate in
situ the feasibility of emplacement of such a system as well as its capability
to efficiently interupt the water flow. It is too early to describe in details
results which are» still preliminary but significant data should be presented
to the scientific and technical community within about a year.

VL CONCLUSION

Because a law, voted at the end of 1991, has redefined the status of the
RitD associated with the management of radioactive wastes in France, the
investigations that we are carrying out at CBA in this field hav« b««n
noticeably modified within the last two years. Studies have been launched
on the advanced separation of long-lived radioisotopes and transmutation
a» well as on the improvement of radioactive waste matrices and long-term
storage, all topics which havt not been addressed here. In effect, we
intended to focus the paper on tht field in which we (that is to say the
author and his team) have been most actively involved in recent years,
namely the geological disposai of radioactive wastes, still a major option for
the long-term management of transuranlc and high-level wastes.

An important aspect of our studies in this framework has to do with
the development of a methodology where qualification (including labora-
tory experiments and mocks up), in situ measurements, in situ
experimentations and demonstration», as well as natural analogue»
combine and complement each other. Its goal is to build up a model (or a
series of local models) describing the (long-term) behaviour of a radioactive
waste repository emplaced in a geological formation. We have illustrated
our research programmes during tht lut few years both in the fields of
geesciences and material» science by highlighting results of particular
interests. Although much work will be needed when the French under-
ground laboratories will be available and when the renewed concept for the
confinement of radioactive wastes in geological formations will be specified,
significant scientific and technological advances have already been made. In
particular, they concern the basic chemistry of long-lived radionuclides, the
geochemistry of groundwaters (including tht sptdation of trace elements),
the properties of gel* formed during water/rock interactions, the retention
of sptdts on mineral surfaces, tht migration of radionuclides through
porous rocks, and tht in situ characterization ai geological sites. In addition,
results have been obtained on th* confinement capability and the durability
against irradiation and water attack of a variety of cement-based materials.
High performance hydraulic binders art also under development and
testing for application to both storage and disposal of radioactive wastes.
Finally, extensive studies on a new concept of dam-like systems for the
interruption of water flow In geological formations are also currently
undertaken.

1 i
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